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➤ “The makers of the real soundtrack didn’t let me get a hold of it” ➤ “The composer submitted his score for the film” ➤ “The score is perfect for the film because it reflects the film” ➤ “the style of the composer matches the style of the film” ➤ “the score would be perfect if it was 30 minutes longer”
➤ “The chutzpah of the composer during the film and in the music is a bit creepy” ➤ “The legendary soundtrack ” ➤ “the genuine soundtrack beats the fake one” ➤ “The composer of the film got the director’s stamp on the film – he made it really terrible and really good” ➤ “I love this soundtrack,
especially the sound of the sailor in the song ‘America's least wanted’ is really fun and awesome” ➤ “the music score of the film is great” ➤ “it sounds like a vintage record” ➤ “the quality of the music is amazing and it was arranged very well” ➤ “the wind on the ship in the first song has the best
effects in the history of motion picture music” About The Music Gazmatera 2: America's Least Wanted is composed by Alexey Popko. This action film with over 2000 cuts ( I actually counted and I think it’s a bit less than 2x the number of cuts) was shot in 35mm, so I am amazed at the standard of the
soundtrack. The film is extremely fast and loud. You do not get a real impression of what is going on unless you get every cut. I have even seen actors stop talking while shooting. This leads me to believe that the film was made on a military budget (at least the part of it I’ve seen). I can safely say it’s
the loudest film I’ve heard. The dialogues are repeated – that is, the actors talk so fast you have to keep watching them to keep up. I can imagine the film being effective at full volume in a bar fight or if I was listening to it in a car. It is not for the faint of heart. I wouldn’t

Features Key:
Beautiful high resolution graphics and licensed music on every level
11 unique maps to test your skills
192 achievements

Features:

Easy controls

Simple control scheme that makes it accessible to everyone
Replay option for trainer

Beautiful graphics

Beautiful many resolution graphics to view at any size

Mastery ranking

Explore the rankings, scores and earn some recognition along the way
Share your scores by email
Share your achievements through Facebook and Twitter

Challenge your friends 

Challenge your friends on the Game Center
The item mall has items for you to unlock

Send a friend an email with this link to try it out:
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